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The reduced distribution function formalism of diffusion-influenced bimolecular reactions is
generalized to incorporate a quantum-mechanical gating mode in the description. An analytical
expression for the reaction rate coefficient is obtained in the Laplace transform domain for a general
initial condition. For a simple reaction model, the time-dependent reaction rate coefficient and the
product yield are calculated numerically for two representative initial conditions. Dependence of the
rate coefficient and the product branching ratio on various reaction parameters is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When the inherent reaction step proceeds very rap
upon the contact of reactant molecules, the diffusive enco
ter rate can influence the overall reaction rate. A theory
the kinetics of diffusion-influenced reactions was first form
lated by Smoluchowski.1 Since then the theory has been r
fined and generalized in many aspects:2–5 e.g., refined mod-
elings of the reaction event by the radiation bound
condition6 or by the reaction sink function,7 rigorous formu-
lations of the rate theory based on hierarchical kinetic eq
tions governing the evolution of reactant molecule distrib
tion functions,7–11 inclusion of the effects due to long-rang
intermolecular forces12 and solvent-mediated hydrodynam
interactions,13,14consideration of orientation-dependent rea
tivity of reactant molecules,15–19 and so on.

Another extension of the theory that has attracted m
attention is to include the effect of structural fluctuation
reactant molecules that may dynamically modulate their
trinsic reactivity.19–26 In enzyme–substrate reactions, for e
ample, the enzyme molecule may have side chains that
change the binding site accessibility. Motions of such s
chains constitute agating modewhich opensandclosesthe
binding site of substrate molecules.

A simple model for such gated diffusion-influenced r
actions was first proposed by McCammon and Northrup.20,21

They considered a bimolecular reaction between molec
of speciesA andB:

A1B→P, ~1.1!

whereB molecules have a fluctuating reactivity due to t
gating dynamics of an internal mode. For simplicity, it w
assumed that the fluctuations in the reactivity ofB molecules
can be described as a two-state process and that the sw
ing on and off of the reactivity can be described by a tim
dependent functionh(t), which alternates between two va
ues, 0 and 1. Later, Szaboet al.22 modified the model by
assuming that the dynamics of the gate between the
states can be described by the first-order rate equation

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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B1�
k21

k12

B2 . ~1.2!

Only one of the two species, sayB1 , can react withA, and
k12 andk21 are the rate constants for the closing and open
of the gate. For this stochastically gated diffusion-influenc
reaction, Szaboet al.22 obtained an analytical expression fo
the steady-state reaction rate coefficient. Kim and Lee23 con-
sidered the same model using the reduced distribution fu
tion ~RDF! formalism and obtained the time-dependent re
tion rate coefficient in the Laplace transform domain, whi
reduces to Szaboet al.’s result in the steady-state limit. Re
cently, Zhou and Szabo24 reinvestigated the kinetics of th
stochastically gated reaction in the pseudo-first-order c
and found that the kinetics varies depending on whether
deficient species~e.g., a protein! or the excess species~e.g., a
ligand! is gated. It appears that the reaction goes slowe
the case of gated protein than in the case of gated liga
Berezhkovskiiet al.26 ascribed the slowdown of the reactio
process in the gated protein case to the correlation betw
the gating coordinates.

Lee and Karplus19 extended the formulation of gate
diffusion-influenced reaction to the case involving a contin
ous gating coordinate. It was assumed that the motion al
the gating coordinate is diffusive and that the reaction ch
nel is open only at some highly localized section of the c
ordinate. Such a reaction model may be appropriate
enzyme–substrate reactions involving a pacman-like
zyme; for example, in enzymes such as lysozyme, a lo
damped vibrational mode may open and close the active
cleft.27

In this article, we propose another variant of the ga
reaction model. We consider a case where the transition
tween the two statesB1 andB2 in Eq. ~1.2! is a nondissipa-
tive quantum process. For example, the reactivity of aB
molecule can be modulated if it undergoes a rapid intram
lecular charge transfer process. In such a case the trans
betweenB1 and B2 states needs to be described by t
quantum-Liouville equation with an appropriate Hamiltoni
for the quantum gating mode.
97/107(23)/9864/14/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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9865Jung et al.: Diffusion-influenced bimolecular reactions
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a set
reaction kinetic equations is derived by using the R
formalism11 that is generalized to incorporate the quantu
mechanically gated dynamics. In Sec. III, an analytical
pression for the time-dependent reaction rate coefficien
obtained in the Laplace transform domain for a general
tial condition. In Sec. IV, the rate expressions are simplifi
for a simple reaction model. In some limiting cases, expl
analytical expressions for the rate coefficient are obtaine
the time domain. In Sec. V two representative initial con
tions are considered. In the first case,B molecules are as
sumed to be distributed in equilibrium with equal popu
tions in the B1 and B2 states, and theA molecules are
sensitized suddenly at time zero. In the second case,B mol-
ecules are produced at time zero exclusively in theB1 state
~e.g., by photoexcitation!, and then evolve reversibly be
tween theB1 andB2 states and react withA molecules. For
these initial conditions formal expressions for the prod
yields are obtained in the pseudo-first-order case. In Sec
we evaluate the rate coefficient and the product yield num
cally and investigate their dependence on various reac
parameters.

II. DERIVATION OF KINETIC EQUATIONS

We consider the reaction scheme

A1BS u1&
l

u2&
D ——→

diffusion

A••BS u1&
l

u2&
D →P1

→P2

, ~2.1!

whereP1 andP2 are the products of the reaction ofA mol-
ecules withB molecules in the quantum statesu1& and u2&,
respectively. The two states of aB molecule,u1& and u2&, are
the diabatic states, and the quantum-mechanical evolu
lu
F
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o
-
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between the two states is governed by a quantum-Liouv
equation. The Hamiltonian governing the quantu
mechanical evolution of the internal states of aB molecule is
assumed to be given by a simple two-state model Ham
tonian, which has a 232 matrix representation in the bas
$u1&,u2&%,

H5S e1 D

D* e2
D , ~2.2!

wheree1 ande2 are the energies of the diabatic states, andD
is the coupling matrix element between the two diaba
states. The superscript* denotes a complex conjugate. A
appropriate form ofD can be chosen for the specific proble
under consideration. For instance, if the two-state model
fers to intramolecular proton transfer, the coupling mat
element may depend on the internuclear distance betw
donor and acceptor moieties in theB molecule. However, if
we consider a transition between two electronic states,
coupling constant will be given by the product of the tran
tion dipole moment and the external electric field within t
electric dipole approximation.

Suppose that there areNA
0 A molecules andNB

0 B mol-
ecules in solution at time zero. We label theA andB mol-
ecules by the indicesi and j , where 1< i<NA

0 and 1< j
<NB

0. In order to represent the quantum states of aB mol-
ecule or a pair ofA2B molecules we use the basis$u1&,u2&%.
Since it is impossible to have exact information on the init
conditions of all reactant molecules, we have to rely on
probabilistic description for the status of a reactant molec
at a later timet. We first introduce the one-particle probab
ity density function, PAi

(rA ,t); PAi
(rA ,t)drA gives the

probability that the moleculeAi has not reacted until timet
and is located within a volume elementdrA at rA . The time
evolution equation ofPAi

is given by11,28,29
]

]t
PAi

~rA ,t !5LAPAi
~rA ,t !2(

j 51

NB
0

E drB Tr 1
2@SAB~rA ,rB!,PAiBj

~rA ,rB ,t !#1 . ~2.3!
t

er-
Here the first term on the right hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~2.3!
represents the change ofPAi

due to thermal motion ofAi . In

this work we assume that all the nonreactive thermal evo
tion operators are given by the Smoluchowski operators.
example,LA is given byLA5DA¹2, with DA denoting the
diffusion constant of theA molecule, when the potential o
mean force is negligible. The second term of the RHS
notes the change due to reaction ofAi with any of B mol-
ecules located atrB at timet. Since we need to take accou
of the internal quantum states of theB molecule as well as
the classical configurational variables in treating the pair c
relation betweenA andB molecules, we introduce the two
-
or

-

r-

particle probability distribution matrixPAiBj
(rA ,rB ,t) in-

stead of the two-particle probability density function,

PAiBj
~rA ,rB ,t !5S PAiBj

11 ~rA ,rB ,t ! PAiBj

12 ~rA ,rB ,t !

PAiBj

21 ~rA ,rB ,t ! PAiBj

22 ~rA ,rB ,t !D . ~2.4!

The diagonal elementPAiBj

nn (rA ,rB ,t) (n51,2) represents

the probability density thatAi andBj molecules are found a
rA and rB at time t, with the quantum state ofBj given by
un&. The off-diagonal matrix elements represent the coh
ence between the two statesu1& and u2& in the statistical mix-
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9866 Jung et al.: Diffusion-influenced bimolecular reactions
ture describing the probabilistic state of theAi2Bj pair. The
reaction sink matrixSAB(rA ,rB) is given by28,29

SAB~rA ,rB!5S1~rA ,rB!u1&^1u1S2~rA ,rB!u2&^2u, ~2.5!

whereSn(rA ,rB) represents the rate of reaction between
A molecule atrA and aB molecule atrB whose internal state
is given byun&. In Eq. ~2.3! Tr denotes the trace operatio
and @ #1 denotes the anticommutator defined by@A,B#1

[AB1BA .
SinceB molecules undergo quantum-mechanical evo

tion between two states in addition to the thermal evolut
and chemical reaction, evolution equation for the on
particle probability distribution matrixPBj

(rB ,t) for the
moleculeBj is written as
th

t
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]

]t
PBj

~rB ,t !

5LBPBj
~rB ,t !2

i

\
@H,PBj

~rB ,t !#

2(
i 51

NA
0

E drA
1
2@SAB~rA ,rB!,PAiBj

~rA ,rB ,t !#1 . ~2.6!

The first term on the RHS describes the change due to
thermal motion of Bj . The second term represents th
change due to the quantum-mechanical transition ofBj be-
tween two internal states under the governing Hamiltonian
Eq. ~2.2!. @ # denotes the commutator defined by@A,B#
[AB2BA . The third term describes the change due to
reaction ofBj with any of A molecules located atrA .

The two-particle probability distribution matrix
PAiBj

(rA ,rB ,t) evolves according to
]

]t
PAiBj

~rA ,rB ,t !5LABPAiBj
~rA ,rB ,t !2

i

\
@H,PAiBj

~rA ,rB ,t !#2
1

2
@SAB~rA ,rB!,PAiBj

~rA ,rB ,t !#1

2 (
k51
kÞ j

NB
0

E drB8 Tr
1

2
@SAB~rA ,rB8 !,PBk~Ai !

~rB8 ,turA!#1PAiBj
~rA ,rB ,t !

2(
l 51
lÞ i

NA
0

E drA8 Tr 1
2 @SAB~rA8 ,rB!,PAl ~Bj !

~rA8 ,turB!#1PAiBj
~rA ,rB ,t !. ~2.7!
the
The first term on the RHS represents the change due to
mal diffusive motion of theAi2Bj pair; LAB is the govern-
ing Smoluchowski operator. The second term represents
change of PAjBj

(rA ,rB ,t) caused by the quantum
mechanical evolution in the internal state ofBj . The third
term represents the change due to reaction betweenAi andBj

via the two channels described in Eq.~2.1!. The fourth term
takes account of the competitive reaction events betweeAi

and any of theB molecules other thanBj . PBk(Ai )
(rB8 ,turA)

denotes the conditional probability distribution matrix for t
moleculeBk given thatAi is at rA at time t. The fifth term
has similar meaning. In these last two terms, we have in
duced dynamic superposition approximations8–11,30 to trun-
cate the hierarchical structure of the evolution equations
many-particle probability density functions. Thereby w
have obtained a closed set of evolution equations as give
Eqs.~2.3!, ~2.6!, and~2.7!.

In the absence of any external field that makes the re
tion system nonuniform, the following relations hold b
tween the number densities, denoted as@A# and@B#, and the
one-particle probability density functions:

(
i 51

NA
0

PAi
~rA ,t !5@A#, ~2.8!
er-

he

-

r

by

c-

(
j 51

NB
0

Tr PBj
~rB ,t !5@B#. ~2.9!

Then we can also define the pair correlation matrixrAB(r ,t)
betweenA andB molecules by

(
i 51

NA
0

(
j 51

NB
0

PAiBj
~rA ,rB ,t !5@A#@B#rAB~ urB2rAu,t !;

(
k51
kÞ j

NB
0

PBk~Ai !
~rB8 ,turA!5@B#rAB~ urB82rAu,t !; ~2.10!

(
l 51
lÞ i

NA
0

PAl ~Bj !
~rA8 ,turB!5@A#rAB~ urA82rBu,t !.

We can obtain the rate equations for@A# and @B# from
Eqs.~2.3! and~2.6! by summing them over the indicesi and
j , respectively, and carrying out the trace operation on
equation resulting from Eq.~2.6!:

d

dt
@A#5

d

dt
@B#52kf~ t !@A#@B#. ~2.11!
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9867Jung et al.: Diffusion-influenced bimolecular reactions
The bimolecular reaction rate coefficientkf(t) is defined by

kf~ t !5E dr Tr 1
2 @SAB~r !,rAB~r ,t !#15k1~ t !1k2~ t !,

~2.12!

kn~ t !5E dr Sn~r !rn~r ,t ! ~n51 or 2!, ~2.13!

where r 5urB2rAu, and rn(r ,t) is defined by rn(r ,t)
5^nurAB(r ,t)un&. It measures the relative population ofB
molecules in the quantum stateun& at a distancer from the
origin where anA molecule is located. We have assum
that the reaction sink depends only on the relative separa
of A andB molecules.

Evolution equation for the pair correlation matr
rAB(r ,t) can be obtained by summing Eq.~2.7! over indices
i and j ,
]

]t
$@A#@B#r~r ,t !%5@A#@B#L0~r !r~r ,t !

2@A#@B#
i

\
@H,r~r ,t !#

2@A#@B# 1
2 @S~r !,r~r ,t !#1

2kf~ t !~@A#1@B# !@A#@B#r~r ,t !. ~2.14!

We have used Eqs.~2.10! and~2.12! defining the pair corre-
lation matrix and the rate coefficient. We have dropped t

subscriptAB from rAB and SAB to simplify notations, and
have replaced the two-particle Smoluchowski operatorLAB

with a contracted form inr space:

L0~r !5S ]

]r
1

2

r Dd~r !S ]

]r
1b

]U~r !

]r D . ~2.15!

Here d(r ) denotes the relative diffusion coefficient, whic
depends onr if the hydrodynamic interaction betweenA and
B molecules is included, andU(r ) is the potential of mean
force. b51/kBT with the Boltzmann constantkB and the
absolute temperatureT. By using Eq.~2.11! we can simplify
Eq. ~2.14! to get
se

e

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
on

]

]t
r~r ,t !5L0~r !r~r ,t !2

i

\
@H,r~r ,t !#

2
1

2
@S~r !,r~r ,t !#1 . ~2.16!

III. REACTION RATE COEFFICIENT IN THE LAPLACE
DOMAIN

For an easier algebraic manipulation, it is convenient
write the pair correlation matrixr(r ,t) in the form of a col-
umn vector as

ur~r ,t !&&5@r11~r ,t !,r22~r ,t !,r12~r ,t !,r21~r ,t !#T. ~3.1!

The superscriptT on a vector or a matrix quantity represen
the transpose operation.ur(r ,t)&& corresponds to a stat
vector in the Liouville space with the basis s
$u11&&,u22&&,u12&&,u21&&%. We use the double angle brack
notations to denote vectors in the Liouville space.31 The
Liouville space vectoru i j && corresponds to the Hilbert spac
operatoru i &^ j u. In terms of the Liouville space language E
~2.16! can be written as

]

]t
ur~r ,t !&&5L0~r !ur~r ,t !&&2 iW ur~r ,t !&&

2S ~r !ur~r ,t !&&, ~3.2!

where

L0~r !5L0~r !I , ~3.3!

W 5
1

\ S 0 0 2D* D

0 0 D* 2D

2D D e12e2 0

D* 2D* 0 e22e1

D , ~3.4!
S ~r !5S S1~r ! 0 0 0

0 S2~r ! 0 0

0 0 1
2 @S1~r !1S2~r !# 0

0 0 0 1
2 @S1~r !1S2~r !#

D , ~3.5!
d
andI is the identity operator in the Liouville space. We u
the bold script letters to represent operators~or their matrix
representations! acting on a state vector in the Liouvill
space. The reaction rate coefficient given by Eqs.~2.12! and
~2.13! is re-expressed as

kf~ t !5k1~ t !1k2~ t !5^^11ukf~ t !&&1^^22ukf~ t !&&, ~3.6!
whereukf(t)&& is the reaction rate coefficient vector define
by

ukf~ t !&&5E dr S ~r !ur~r ,t !&&. ~3.7!

The formal solution of Eq.~3.2! can be written as
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9868 Jung et al.: Diffusion-influenced bimolecular reactions
ur~r ,t !&&5exp@ tLF~r !#ur~r ,0!&&

5exp@ tL0~r !#ur~r ,0!&&2E
0

t

dt exp@tLF~r !#

3S ~r !exp@~ t2t!L0~r !#ur~r ,0!&&

2 i E
0

t

dt exp@tLF~r !#W

3exp@~ t2t!L0~r !#ur~r ,0!&&, ~3.8!

where the full evolution operatorLF(r ) is defined by

LF~r !5L0~r !2S ~r !2 iW , ~3.9!

and in writing the second equality in Eq.~3.8! we have used
the following operator identity,32

et~M1n!5etM1E
0

t

dt et~M1N!Ne~ t2t!M. ~3.10!

We assume that the reactant molecules are distribute
equilibrium at time zero,

ur~r ,0!&&5g~r !ua0&&, ~3.11!

where g(r )@5e2bU(r )# is the equilibrium pair correlation
betweenA and B molecules andua0&& is the initial state
vector representing the quantum state of the statistical m
ture of A-B pairs. In writing Eq.~3.11! we have assumed
implicitly that the potentials of mean force betweenA andB
molecules are the same irrespective of the quantum sta
B. This assumption is a reasonable one if the overall mole
lar geometries ofB are similar in the two states. Sinceg(r )
is the equilibrium pair correlation function, we hav
L0(r )g(r )50, and Eq.~3.8! reduces to

ur~r ,t !&&5ur~r ,0!&&2E
0

t

dt exp@tLF~r !#S ~r !ur~r ,0!&&

2 i E
0

t

dt exp@tLF~r !#W ur~r ,0!&&. ~3.12!

We then introduce the propagator matrices

G F~r ,tur 0!5exp@ tLF~r !#
d~r 2r 0!

4pr 0
2 , ~3.13!

G ~r ,tur 0!5exp@ t~L0~r !2 iW !#
d~r 2r 0!

4pr 0
2 . ~3.14!

The full propagator matrixG F(r ,tur 0) gives the probability
for an A-B pair to move from the spatial separationr 0 to r
over a time interval oft under the full dynamic influence
arising from thermal diffusive motion, quantum transitio
and chemical reaction. On the other hand, thereaction-free
propagator matrixG (r ,tur 0) refers to an evolution withou
the chemical reaction. With Eqs.~3.12!–~3.14! we can recast
the expression for the reaction rate coefficient vector in
form

ukf~ t !&&5uk0&&2E
0

t

dtul~t!&&2 i E
0

t

dtup~t!&&, ~3.15!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
in

x-

of
u-

e

where the first term on the RHS is the initial rate coefficie
vector defined by

uk0&&5E drS ~r !g~r !ua0&&, ~3.16!

and the rate kernels in the second and third terms are defi
by

ul~ t !&&5E drS ~r !E dr0 G F~r ,tur 0!S ~r 0!g~r 0!ua0&&,

~3.17!

up~ t !&&5E drS ~r !E dr0 G F~r ,tur 0!W g~r 0!ua0&&.

~3.18!

We assume that the reaction occurs whenA andB mol-
ecules are brought into contact at the separation ofr 5s.
Then the reaction sink matrix may be modeled by using
delta function:

S ~r !5
d~r 2s!

4ps2 K , ~3.19!

where the intrinsic reactivity matrixK is defined by

K5S k1 0 0 0

0 k2 0 0

0 0 k̄ 0

0 0 0 k̄

D . ~3.20!

k1 andk2 are the intrinsic bimolecular rate constants for t
reaction ofA molecules withB molecules in the quantum
statesu1& and u2&, respectively, andk̄5(k11k2)/2.

Laplace transformation of Eq.~3.15! with Eqs. ~3.16!–
~3.19! gives

uk̂f~z!&&5g~s!z21K @I 2Ĝ F~s,zus!K

2 iM̂F~z!W #ua0&&, ~3.21!

with the Laplace-transformed quantity denoted asf̂ (z)
[*0

`dt f(t)e2zt. M̂F(z) is related to the full propagato
matrix:

M̂F~z![E dr0 y~r 0!Ĝ F~s,zur 0!, ~3.22!

where y(r )[g(r )/g(s). Applying the operator identity in
Eq. ~3.10! to Eqs. ~3.13! and ~3.14!, we can relate the
reaction-free propagator matrix to the full propagator mat
as

G F~r ,tur 0!5G ~r ,tur 0!

2E
0

t

dtG F~r ,t2tus!KG ~s,tur 0!, ~3.23!

which in the Laplace domain becomes

Ĝ F~r ,zur 0!5Ĝ ~r ,zur 0!2Ĝ F~r ,zus!KĜ ~s,zur 0!.
~3.24!

From Eq.~3.21!, after expressing the full propagator m
trix in terms of the reaction-free propagator matrix by usi
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9869Jung et al.: Diffusion-influenced bimolecular reactions
Eq. ~3.24!, we obtain a general but still formal expression f
the reaction rate coefficient vector in the Laplace domain

uk̂f~z!&&5g~s!z21K @I 1Ĝ s~z!K #21

3@I 2 iM̂~z!W #ua0&&, ~3.25!

where

M̂~z![E dr0 y~r 0!Ĝ ~s,zur 0!, ~3.26!

Ĝ s~z![Ĝ ~s,zus!. ~3.27!

Once we get an analytical expression or numerical value
the reaction-free propagator matrixĜ (r ,zur 0) for a specific
reaction model, we can evaluate the time-dependent reac
rate coefficientkf(t) by inverse Laplace transformation o
Eq. ~3.25! into the time domain.

Expressions forĜ s(z) and M̂(z) can be obtained a
follows. SinceL0(r ) andW commute with each other w
have

G ~r ,tur 0!5exp@ t~L0~r !2 iW !#
d~r 2r 0!

4pr 0
2

5exp~2 iW t !G0~r ,tur 0!, ~3.28!

where G0(r ,tur 0) is the Smoluchowski propagator define
by

G0~r ,tur 0![etL0~r !
d~r 2r 0!

4pr 0
2 . ~3.29!

We can obtain the expression for exp(2iW t) by diagonal-
izing theW matrix:23
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
of

on

W D5R1W R5S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 v 0

0 0 0 2v

D , ~3.30!

where the unitary transformation matrixR is given by

R51
1

&

p

&

q*

2

q

2

1

&

2
p

&

2
q*

2
2

q

2

0
q

&

2
11p

2

q2

2~11p!

0
q*

&

q* 2

2~11p!
2

11p

2

2 , ~3.31!

with the molecular parameters defined by

v[
A~e12e2!214uDu2

\
, ~3.32!

p[
e12e2

\v
, ~3.33!

q[
2D

\v
. ~3.34!

The transition frequencyv defined in Eq.~3.32! is known as
the Rabi frequency. Since we have diagonalized theW ma-
trix, we can obtain an explicit expression of exp(2iW t),
f

at

e
n rate
ns:
exp~2 iW t !5R exp~2 iW Dt !R1

5S uf~ t !u2 12uf~ t !u2 q* sin~vt/2!f~ t ! q sin~vt/2!f* ~ t !

12uf~ t !u2 uf~ t !u2 2q* sin~vt/2!f~ t ! 2q sin~vt/2!f* ~ t !

q sin~vt/2!f~ t ! 2q sin~vt/2!f~ t ! 2f~ t !2 q2 sin~vt/2!

q* sin~vt/2!f* ~ t ! 2q* sin~vt/2!f* ~ t ! q* 2 sin~vt/2! 2f~ t !* 2

D , ~3.35!

wheref(t)[p sin(vt/2)1 i cos(vt/2).
Since the matrix elements of exp(2iW t) are expressed by the linear combinations of 1,e2 ivt, andeivt, we can easily

obtain from Eq.~3.28! the Laplace transform of the reaction-free propagator matrix,Ĝ (r ,zur 0), that is expressed in terms o
Ĝ0(r ,zur 0), Ĝ0(r ,z1 ivur 0), and Ĝ0(r ,z2 ivur 0). Then the matrixM̂(z) is calculated from Eq.~3.26!, and in turn the
reaction rate coefficient from Eq.~3.25!.

The initial state ofA-B pairs in Eq.~3.11! is considered to be an incoherent superposition of the basis states so th

ua0&&5~ l 1 ,l 2,0,0!T, ~3.36!

wherel 1 andl 2 are the probabilities thatB molecules are in the statesu1& andu2&, respectively, att50 and thus have the rang
0< l 1 ,l 2<1 with l 11 l 251. For this general initial condition, we can obtain the analytical expressions for the reactio
coefficients in the Laplace domain from Eq.~3.25! after carrying out quite lengthy but straightforward matrix manipulatio

k̂n~z!5
kng~s!

2z

~11kmĜ0!D11~ l n2 l m!~11kmĜ0!@~12C!D11CD3#1C@~kn2km!/~2k̄ !#~D22D1!

~11k1Ĝ0!~11k2Ĝ0!D11C@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#Ĝ0~D22D1!
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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~n51 or 2; if n51,m52; else if n52,m51! , ~3.37!

k̂f~z!5
g~s!

z

~ k̄1k1k2Ĝ0!D11@~ l 12 l 2!~k12k2!/2#@~12C!D11CD3#1C@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#~D22D1!

~11k1Ĝ0!~11k2Ĝ0!D11C@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#Ĝ0~D22D1!
, ~3.38!
th

a
n

ela
lf-

n
al

tes

c-
all

he
qs.
where

D1[~11k̄Ĝ1!~11k̄Ĝ2!, ~3.39!

D2[ 1
2 ~11k̄Ĝ0!~11k̄Ĝ1!1 1

2 ~11k̄Ĝ0!~11k̄Ĝ2!,
~3.40!

D3[ 1
2 ~11k̄Ĝ0!~11k̄Ĝ1!~11 ivM̂ 2!

1 1
2 ~11k̄Ĝ0!~11k̄Ĝ2!~12 ivM̂ 1!. ~3.41!

We have used the following abbreviated notations for
Smoluchowski propagators,

Ĝ0[Ĝ0~s,zus!, ~3.42!

Ĝ6[Ĝ0~s,z6 ivus!, ~3.43!

andM̂ 1 andM̂ 2 are defined by

M̂ 6[E dr0y~r 0!Ĝ6~s,z6 ivur 0!. ~3.44!

We have also defined the coupling constantC as

C[uqu2, ~3.45!

which has the range of 0<C<1.

IV. SIMPLE MODEL CASES

An analytical expression for the Smoluchowski propag
tor Ĝ0(r ,zur 0) can be obtained for the following reactio
model. The potential of mean force betweenA and B mol-
ecules,U(r ), is assumed to be given by

U~r !5 H`
0

for 0<r ,s
for r>s . ~4.1!

The hydrodynamic interaction is neglected so that the r
tive diffusion coefficient is simply given by the sum of se
diffusion coefficients ofA andB molecules:

d~r !5DA1DB5D. ~4.2!

Then with the boundary conditions,

FDS ]

]r
1b

]U~r !

]r D Ĝ~r ,zur 0!G
r 5s

50, ~4.3!

lim
r→`

Ĝ0~r ,zur 0!50, ~4.4!

we can readily obtain33
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
e

-

-

Ĝ0~r ,zur 0!

5
1

4pDrr 0
H 1

2Az/D
~e2Az/Dur 2r 0u2e2Az/D~r 1r 022s!!

1
s

11sAz/D
e2Az/D~r 1r 022s!J ~for r ,r 0>s),

~4.5!

where kD54psD. When r 5r 05s the Smoluchowski
propagatorĜ0(r ,zur 0) reduces to

Ĝ05Ĝ0~s,zus!5
1

kD~11AtDz!
, ~4.6!

wheretD5s2/D measures the timescale of relative diffusio
betweenA and B molecules. We can also obtain analytic
expressions forM̂ 6 given in Eq.~3.44!,

M̂ 65E dr0 y~r 0!Ĝ0~s,z6 ivur 0!5
1

z6 iv
, ~4.7!

sincey(r 0)51 for r>s.
We can easily confirm that when the two quantum sta

of B are not coupled to each other~that is,C50!, the reac-
tion rate coefficients given by Eqs.~3.37! and ~3.38! reduce
to the well known results for the diffusion-influenced rea
tion between simple hard spheres with the Collins–Kimb
boundary condition,4

k̂n
ZC~z!5 l nk̂n

0~z!, ~4.8!

k̂f
ZC~z!5 l 1k̂1

0~z!1 l 2k̂2
0~z!, ~4.9!

where

k̂n
0~z!5

kn

z~11knĜ0!
5

knkD~11AtDz!

z@kn1kD~11AtDz!#
. ~4.10!

The superscript ZC denotes the ‘‘zero coupling’’ case. T
Laplace domain expressions for the rate coefficients in E
~4.8! and ~4.9! are easily inverted to the time domain,4,30

kn
ZC~ t !5 l nkn

0~ t !, ~4.11!

kf
ZC~ t !5 l 1k1

0~ t !1 l 2k2
0~ t !, ~4.12!

where

kn
0~ t !5

knkD

kn1kD
S 11

kn

kD
exp~ t/tR!erfc~At/tR! D . ~4.13!
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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Here tR is the reaction timescale during which the reacti
rate coefficients decrease significantly toward the stea
state values, and is defined by

tR5tDS kD

kD1kn
D 2

. ~4.14!

Rate coefficient expressions in the time domain are a
available in the case when the two intrinsic rate constants
equal to each other~that is,k15k2[k!. We have

k̂n
ER~z!5 l nk̂0~z!1~C/4!~ l n2 l m!

3@ k̂0~z1 iv!1 k̂0~z2 iv!22k̂0~z!#, ~4.15!

k̂f
ER~z!5 k̂~0!~z!. ~4.16!

The superscript ER denotes the ‘‘equal reactivity’’ ca
k̂0(z) is given by the same expression as Eq.~4.10! with kn

replaced byk. Equations~4.15! and~4.16! are easily inverted
to give the time-dependent reaction rate coefficients,

kn
ER~ t !5k0~ t !@ l n2C~ l n2 l m!sin2~vt/2!#, ~4.17!

kf
ER~ t !5k0~ t !. ~4.18!

In this equal reactivity case we notice that the reaction r
coefficient for each state ofB oscillates in time with the
amplitude that is proportional to the coupling constant a
the difference in the initial populations in the two states.
the other hand, the total reaction rate coefficient given by
~4.18! does not show an oscillatory behavior. In the react
with an A molecule it dose not matter whether theB mol-
ecule is in the stateu1& or in the stateu2& since the intrinsic
rate constants are the same in the two states. However,k1

and k2 differ from each other, the overall rate coefficie
kf(t) will also show an oscillatory behavior.

When the quantum-mechanical transitions between
two internal states ofB occur very fast, we can also obta
analytical expressions for the reaction rate coefficients in
time domain. In the large-frequency limit such thatv@z and
tD

21, the reaction rate coefficient in the Laplace domain
Eqs.~3.37!–~3.41! becomes

k̂n
LF~z!5

kn

4 F S a1
n

k1
D k̂1

0 ~z!1S a2
n

k2
D k̂2

0 ~z!G , ~4.19!

k̂f
LF~z!5S 1

2
1

upu
2

~ l 12 l 2!~k12k2!

uk12k2u D k̂1
0 ~z!

1S 1

2
2

upu
2

~ l 12 l 2!~k12k2!

uk12k2u D k̂2
0 ~z!, ~4.20!

where

k65k̄6
upuuk12k2u

2
, ~4.21!

a6
n 5S upu6

kn2km

ukn2kmu D S ~ l n2 l m!upu6
kn2km

ukn2kmu D , ~4.22!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
y-

o
re

.

te

d
n
q.
n

e

e

and k̂6
0 (z) are given by the same expression as Eq.~4.10!

with kn replaced byk6 . The superscript LF denotes th
‘‘large frequency’’ case. Equations~4.19! and ~4.20! can be
inverted to the time domain. Except for very short times, t
is, for t.v21 we have

kn
LF~ t !5

kn

4 F S a1
n

k1
D k1

0 ~ t !1S a2
n

k2
D k2

0 ~ t !G , ~4.23!

kf
LF~ t !5S 1

2
1

upu
2

~ l 12 l 2!~k12k2!

uk12k2u D k1
0 ~ t !

1S 1

2
2

upu
2

~ l 12 l 2!~k12k2!

uk12k2u D k2
0 ~ t !. ~4.24!

The structure of Eq.~4.24! reveals that when the Rabi fre
quency becomes very large, the two reaction channels
tweenA andB molecules are completely mixed to give tw
new apparent reaction channels characterized by two
constants,k1 andk2 . Whene15e2 so thatp50, the reac-
tion rate coefficients in Eqs.~4.23! and ~4.24! become inde-
pendent of the initial conditions and are given by

kn
LF~ t !5S kn

k11k2
D k̄0~ t !, ~4.25!

kf
LF~ t !5 k̄0~ t ! ~ for t.v21!, ~4.26!

where k̄0(t) is given by the same expression as Eq.~4.10!
with kn replaced byk̄.

V. TWO REPRESENTATIVE INITIAL CONDITIONS

A. Symmetric initial condition

Consider a reaction system whereB molecules are dis-
tributed in equilibrium. We assume that the two diaba
states ofB, u1& and u2&, have the same energies. Att50, A
molecules are sensitized on a sudden~e.g., by photoexcita-
tion! and start to react withB molecules. Then the appropr
ate initial condition is

ua0
S&&5~1/2,1/2,0,0!T5 1

2~ u11&&1u22&&). ~5.1!

The superscriptS represents a quantity relevant to this sym
metric initial condition.

Since e15e2 , we haveC51. We also haveW ua0
S

@0, which says that quantum-mechanical evolution betw
the two statesu1& and u2& is stationary. By substitutingl 1

5 l 251/2 andC51 into Eqs.~3.37! and ~3.38!, we obtain
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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k̂n
S~z!5

kn

2z

~11kmĜ0!D11@~kn2km!/~2k̄ !#~D22D1!

~11k1Ĝ0!~11k2Ĝ0!D11@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#Ĝ0~D22D1!
, ~5.2!

k̂f
S~z!5

1

z

~ k̄1k1k2Ĝ0!D11@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#~D22D1!

~11k1Ĝ0!~11k2Ĝ0!D11@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#Ĝ0~D22D1!
, ~5.3!
im

e
m

,

of

tio

-
.
e

r

m-
-
the
g(s) has been set to one.
The usual experimental observables would be the t

profiles of the concentrations of reaction products,P1(t) and
P2(t), formed by the reaction ofA molecules withB mol-
ecules in the statesu1& and u2&, respectively, rather than th
time-dependent reaction rate coefficients. The rate of for
tion of each product is given by

dP1~ t !

dt
5k1~ t !@A#@B#, ~5.4!

dP2~ t !

dt
5k2~ t !@A#@B#. ~5.5!

In the symmetric initial condition case under consideration
is expected that the concentration of reactiveA molecules
created at time zero is much smaller than that ofB mol-
ecules. In this pseudo-first-order case the concentrationB
molecules maintains a constant valueCB during the course
of reaction, and when the reaction has gone to comple
the total concentration of the products@that is, the sum of
P1(t) andP2(t)# will reach the initial concentration of reac
tive A molecules, denoted asA0 . The rate equations, Eqs
~2.11!, ~5.4!, and~5.5!, are then easily integrated to give th
product yieldsX1

S(t) andX2
S(t),
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
e

a-

it

n

X1
S~ t ![

P1~ t !

A0

5CBE
0

t

dt1 k1
S~ t1!expS 2CBE

0

t1
dt2kf

S~ t2! D , ~5.6!

X2
S~ t ![

P2~ t !

A0

5CBE
0

t

dt1 k2
S~ t1!expS 2CBE

0

t1
dt2kf

S~ t2! D . ~5.7!

B. Asymmetric initial condition

We now consider a reaction system in whichB mol-
ecules are produced at time zero exclusively in the stateu1&
~e.g., by photoexcitation!. The B molecules then evolve
quantum-mechanically between two statesu1& and u2&, and
react withA molecules. An appropriate initial condition fo
this kind of experimental situation is

ua0
A&&5~1,0,0,0!T5u11&&. ~5.8!

The superscriptA represents a quantity relevant to this asy
metric initial condition. Unlike the symmetric initial condi
tion case, the quantum-mechanical evolution between
two states ofB is no longer stationary. By substitutingl 151
and l 250 into Eqs.~3.37! and ~3.38!, we obtain
; that
k̂1
A~z!5

k1

2z

~11k2Ĝ0!@~22C!D11CD3#1C@~k12k2!/~2k̄ !#~D22D1!

~11k1Ĝ0!~11k2Ĝ0!D11C@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#Ĝ0~D22D1!
, ~5.9!

k̂2
A~z!5

Ck2

2z

~11k1Ĝ0!~D12D3!1@~k22k1!/~2k̄ !#~D22D1!

~11k1Ĝ0!~11k2Ĝ0!D11C@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#Ĝ0~D22D1!
, ~5.10!

k̂f
A~z!5

1

z

~ k̄1k1k2Ĝ0!D11@~k12k2!/2#@~12C!D11CD3#1C@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#~D22D1!

~11k1Ĝ0!~11k2Ĝ0!D11C@~k12k2!2/~4k̄ !#Ĝ0~D22D1!
. ~5.11!

When there is no coupling between the two states, that is,C50, the reaction rate via the second quantum state vanishes
is, k2(t)50 in Eq. ~5.10!.

In the asymmetric initial condition case, we would usually have the situation where@B#!@A#>CA . Then the product
yields,X1

A(t) andX2
A(t), are given by
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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X1
A~ t ![

P1~ t !

B0

5CAE
0

t

dt1 k1
A~ t1!expS 2CAE

0

t1
dt2 kf

A~ t2! D ,

~5.12!

X2
A~ t ![

P2~ t !

B0

5CAE
0

t

dt1 k2
A~ t1!expS 2CAE

0

t1
dt2 kf

A~ t2! D , ~5.13!

whereB0 is the initial concentration of reactiveB molecules.
In both symmetric and asymmetric initial conditio

cases, we define the total product yieldX(t) by the sum of
the product yields via two reaction channels,

XS~A!~ t ![X1
S~A!~ t !1X2

S~A!~ t !. ~5.14!

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results of numerical cal
lations of the time-dependent reaction rate coefficients
product yields. We use the inverse Laplace transforma
subroutine ‘‘INLAP’’ in IMSL34 to calculate the time-
dependent reaction rate coefficients. To calculate the pro
yields we integrate the rate equations in Eqs.~2.11!, ~5.4!,
and ~5.5! by using the fourth-order Runge–Kutt
integrator.35 All the results are obtained for the simple ca
with hard-sphere potential of mean force and negligible h
drodynamic interaction.

Figures 1 and 2 show the results obtained for the sy
metric initial condition case. The coupling constantC is set
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
-
d
n

ct

-

-

equal to unity as the two diabatic states are degenerate
Fig. 1 we investigate the effects of changing the Rabi f
quency. The intrinsic rate constants are set to be differen
the two reaction channels:k1510kD andk25kD . When the
inverse of the Rabi frequency is comparable to the diffus
time scale (vtD510), we can observe a wiggling behavio
of the rate coefficient at short times. However, when the R
frequency becomes large (vtD5100) we can hardly observ
such wiggling in the rate coefficients. Probably the mo
important point may be that as the Rabi frequency increa
the rate coefficientk1(t) for the more reactive state becom
larger whilek2(t) for the less reactive state becomes smal
Accordingly, as Fig. 1~b! shows, the relative product yield
X1(t) overX2(t) gets larger for the case with the larger Ra
frequency. This result can be explained qualitatively as f
lows. As time goes by, the reaction rate coefficients decre
as the pair correlation function betweenA andB molecules
gets depleted as the short distance. This depletion occurs
larger extent forB molecules in the more reactive state; th
is r11(r ,t),r22(r ,t). However, quantum-mechanical trans
tions between the two internal states ofB lead to a net popu-
lation transfer from the less reactive state to the more re
tive state. This population transfer is facilitated with th
increase in Rabi frequency. Hence asv increases,k1(t) gets
larger by taking offk2(t) and so does the relative produ
yield X1(t) over X2(t). Also, the overall rate coefficien
kf(t) increases with the Rabi frequency. The decrease inr22

due to internal transitions ofB molecules has the same ma
nitude as the increase inr11. Hencekf(t), given by the
weighted average@k1r11(s,t)1k2r22(s,t)#, gets larger
with the increase ofv sincek1.k2 .

Figure 2 shows the effects of disparity in the intrins
n
FIG. 1. Effects of the Rabi frequency on the time dependence of~a! the reaction rate coefficients and~b! the product yields in the symmetric initial conditio
case. The coupling constantC is set equal to unity, and the intrinsic rate constants arek1510kD and k25kD . The concentration ofB molecules isfB

[
4
3ps3CB50.1.
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9874 Jung et al.: Diffusion-influenced bimolecular reactions
reactivities in the symmetric initial condition case. The su
of two intrinsic rate constants,k1 and k2 , are kept at the
constant value of 20kD . The coupling constantC is set equal
to unity, andvtD55. Whenk15k2510kD , we havek1(t)
5k2(t) andkf(t)52k1(t), as displayed by the solid curve
On the other hand, whenk1520kD and k250, kf(t)
5k1(t), andk2(t)50 as displayed by the dot-dashed curv

FIG. 2. Effects of the disparity in intrinsic reactivities on the time depe
dence of the reaction rate coefficients in the symmetric initial condit
case. The sum of the intrinsic rate constants are fixed at the value of 20kD in
all cases. Values of other parameters areC51, vtD55, and fB

5
4
3ps3CB50.1.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
.

The dashed curves for the intermediate case withk1518kD

andk252kD lie between the above two limiting cases. He
it should be noted that the overall reaction rate gets large
the difference in the intrinsic rate constants becomes sma

Figures 3 to 6 show the results obtained for the asy
metric initial condition case. The coupling constantC may
now have any value between 0 and 1, sincee1Þe2 in gen-
eral.

Figure 3 displays the effects of the magnitude of t
coupling constant on the time dependence of the reaction
coefficients and the product yields. The solid curves rep
sent the results for the case withC51 and the dashed curve
for the case withC50.3. Values of other parameters us
are:vtD52, k1510kD , andk25kD . At t50, all the reac-
tive B molecules are in the stateu1&. As the B molecules
make transitions back and forth between the two statesu1&
and u2&, the reaction rate coefficient oscillates with the Ra
frequency. The oscillation amplitude gets larger by incre
ing the coupling constant. Sincek1 is larger thank2 , with
the increase in the oscillation amplitude, the overall rate
efficient gets smaller and the total product yield goes
more slowly.

When theB molecules are populated exclusively in th
state u1& at t50 and k1 is ten times as large ask2 , the
product yield via the first reaction channel,X1(t), is greater
than that of the second reaction channel,X2(t), for all time
regions even whenC51. However, whenk2 is ten times as
large ask1 , the situation becomes more complicated
shown in Fig. 4. With the exception that the relative mag
tude ofk1 to k2 is reversed, other parameters are the sam
in Fig. 3. Again, the reaction rate coefficients oscillate w
the Rabi frequency and the oscillation amplitude gets lar

-
n

l
FIG. 3. Effects of the coupling constant on the time dependence of~a! the reaction rate coefficients and~b! the product yields in the asymmetric initia
condition case. The intrinsic rate constants arek1510kD and k25kD , and the Rabi frequency isvtD52. The concentration ofA molecules isfA

[
4
3ps3CA50.1.
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FIG. 4. Effects of the coupling constant on the time dependence of~a! the reaction rate coefficients and~b! the product yields in the asymmetric initia
condition case. The same parameter values as in Fig. 3 are used except thatk15kD andk2510kD .
s
it
in
e
,

s

,
e

the
e

with stronger coupling. However, in contrast with the ca
depicted in Fig. 3, the overall rate coefficient gets larger w
the increase in the magnitude of the coupling constant, s
a larger fraction ofB molecules can make transitions to th
more reactiveu2& state. As for the relative product yield
X1(t) may become smaller thanX2(t) as the coupling be-
tween the two internal states ofB becomes stronger. A
shown in Fig. 4~b!, whenC50.3 the relative product yield is
dominated by the asymmetric initial condition;X1(t) is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
e
h
ce

larger thanX2(t) for all time regions. On the other hand
when C51, the relative product yield is governed by th
initial condition only at short times (t/tD&1), and eventu-
ally X2(t) gets larger thanX1(t) asB molecules move into
the more reactiveu2& state.

Figure 5 shows the effects of the Rabi frequency on
product yields in the asymmetric initial condition case. W
take C51, k1510kD , and k25kD in Fig. 5~a!, and k1

5kD andk2510kD in Fig. 5~b!. When the Rabi frequency is
FIG. 5. Effects of the Rabi frequency on the product yields in the asymmetric initial condition case. The intrinsic rate constants arek1510kD andk25kD in

~a!, andk15kD andk2510kD in ~b!. Values of other parameters areC51, andfA5
4
3ps3CA50.1.
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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FIG. 6. Effects of the disparity in the intrinsic reactivities on the total product yield in the asymmetric initial condition case. The sum of the intrin

constants are fixed at the value of 10kD in all cases.C51 in ~a! andC50.5 in ~b!. Values of other parameters used arevtD53 andfA5
4
3ps3CA50.1.
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small (vtD51), we can observe a wiggling behavior of th
product yield. However, when the Rabi frequency becom
large (vtD5100) the product yields increase rath
smoothly. Whenk1.k2 as in Fig. 5~a! the product yield for
the more reactive channelX1(t) is always larger than that fo
the less reactive channelX2(t) for all times, irrespective of
the Rabi frequency. However, for the case withk1,k2 as in
Fig. 5~b! the product yield for the more reactive chann
X2(t) may be smaller than that for the less reactive chan
X1(t) at short times due to the initial condition effect. This
more obvious for the case with smallv. Comparing the prod-
uct yields for the asymmetric initial condition case in Fig.
with those for the symmetric initial condition case in Fig.
we note that for the large frequency case (vtD5100) X1(t)
in Fig. 1~b!, X1(t) in Fig. 5~a!, andX2(t) in Fig. 5~b! coin-
cide with each other fort.v21. Similarly, X2(t) in Fig.
1~b!, X2(t) in Fig. 5~a!, andX1(t) in Fig. 5~b! coincide with
each other. The reason for this coincidence is that for
large frequency case the reaction rate coefficients bec
independent of the initial condition ifp50 ~that is, when
C51!, as given by Eq.~4.25!. The product yields for reac
tion channels with the same intrinsic rate constant coinc
with each other fort.v21.

Finally, we investigate the effects of the disparity in t
intrinsic reactivities on the total product yield in the asym
metric initial condition case in Fig. 6. The sum of two intrin
sic rate constants,k1 andk2 , are kept at the constant valu
of 10kD . When the coupling constant has the maximu
value of unity the total product yield increases most rapi
in the case withk15k2 as shown in Fig. 6~a!. When either
of the two internal states ofB is nonreactive~that is, when
either k1 or k2 is zero!, the total product yields increas
more slowly than for the equal reactivity case, and can
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
s

l
el

e
e

e

y

e

characterized by the staircaselike increase due to alterna
between the reactive and nonreactive states ofB. However,
when the coupling between the two states has an interm
ate value, as in Fig. 6~b!, the total product yield for the cas
with k250 just slightly falls behind that for the equal rea
tivity case. But the total product yield for the case withk1

50 increases much more slowly.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article we have formulated a theory of quantu
mechanically gated diffusion-influenced bimolecular rea
tions by generalizing the reduced distribution function fo
malism. The quantum gating mode has been treated wi
the two-state model. We neglect the dissipation effect aris
from the coupling between the gating mode and the s
rounding medium.

Analytical expressions for the time-dependent react
rate coefficients have been obtained in the Laplace transf
domain for a general initial condition. Various effects of th
quantum-mechanical gating mode on the reaction kine
have been investigated by calculating the time-depend
rate coefficients and the product yields in the pseudo-fi
order cases for two representative initial conditions. In
symmetric initial condition case it has been shown that
overall reaction rate increases with the Rabi frequency,
decreases as the difference between the intrinsic rate
stants of the two internal states gets larger. In the asymme
initial condition case the results vary depending on whet
the initially populated internal state is more reactive or n
When the coupling constant and the Rabi frequency, wh
measure the coupling strength between the two inte
states, are small the relative product yields from differe
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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reaction channels are controlled by the initial condition. T
is, the reaction channel via the initially populated state do
nates. However, when the coupling is very strong, the pr
uct branching is biased to the more reactive channel.

We expect that the present theory may be applicable
wide variety of reactions between two reactants, of wh
one undergoes a simultaneous intramolecular rearrange
process~e.g., intramolecular charge transfer, changes in
spin state, and so on! that can be modeled as a two-sta
quantum transition.
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